
durable & compact pool filter

 ZXC Cartridge Filter

Zodiac’s ZXC Cartridge filter utilises single 

element cartridges designed to provide optimum 

filtration. Compact in design and extremely 

versatile Zodiac’s ZXC Cartridge filters are 

the perfect pool filtration solution providing 

you with clean, clear water everyday!



Zodiac Group Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: 1800 688 552 www.zodiac.com.au

Zodiac lives in the backyards of Australian families, at home in the pool.  Zodiac began and 
continues with a dedication to innovation and new product development, focused on ensuring 
a better way of life. Our products deliver solutions to take the hassle out of owning a pool. So, 
all that’s left is for you to enjoy it; to enjoy a better life.

WARRANTY
2 YEAR

Superior Filtration
Zodiac’s CS Series cartridge filter element is made of the finest 
Remay materials that are internationally recognized for its 
superior filtration and long life. When water passes through the 
element the unique design of the fibres traps the smallest debris. 
The CS cartridge will filter a finer dirt particle (between 10 to 20 
micron) than a sand filter (between 25-40 micron) providing you 
cleaner, more sparkling pool water.

Water Efficient
Unlike your standard sand filter a Zodiac CS cartridge filter does 
not require backwashing. Each time you backwash a sand filter 
you use on average 750 litres of water. This equates to 
thousands of litres of water each year! With the CS cartridge 
filter you simply remove the cartridge element, hose it down and
place it back in the body.

Ergonomic Design
The Zodiac CS Series cartridge filter has been designed with the 
consumer in mind. Removing the lid is easy with the ergonomic 
easy grip handles. Extra large drain ports (50mm), an easy to 
read pressure gauge with clean/dirty indicator and the 
ergonomic locking rings makes servicing and filter cleaning a 
breeze. The cartridge elements have also been engineered to be 
removed easily so there is no hassle when it comes time for 
cleaning and maintenance.

Specification for Zodiac CS Filters 
Model Number CS100 CS150 CS250

Filter Area (m2) 9 13.9 23.2

Max. Flow (Ipm) 379 473 473

Six Hour Capacity (Litres) 136,800 171,000 171,000

Eight Hour Capacity (Litres) 182,400 228,000 228,000

Max. Working Pressure (kpa) 345 345 345

Height  822mm 822mm 1080mm

FootPrint  370mm 370mm 370mm

Ergonomic handles for 
simple lid removal

Corrosion and UV resistant 
Thermoplastic tank body

Universal unions
51mmx56mm

Single element cartridge 
made of Remay™ material

Easy to read pressure gauge
with clean/dirty snap ring

Ergonomic Locking ring
for easy service

Designed for Jandy 
Versa Plumb™ System

Strong easy mount base 
to the equipment pad

Durable and Compact
The Zodiac CS Series cartridge filters are constructed of high
impact, corrosion and UV resistant thermoplastic that can 
weather even the harshest operating conditions. The body 
design of the CS cartridge filter is only 375mm in width which 
allows it to be installed in small areas without difficulty. The 
strong base allows it to be easily mounted to an equipment pad 
for easy storage and installation.
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Crystal Clear Water

 

Warranty
For Product warranty registration & information 
on warranty details: 
For Australia : visit www.zodiac.com.au/warranty
For New Zealand: visit www.zodiac.co.nz/warranty

Improved flow rates and 
lower pressure drops 
through the filter system

Easy maintenance

Quality components 
for long life

No Backwash required, 
leading to increased water 
savings

        Antimicrobial elements

Australian designed 
and manufactured

The XC cartridge filter achieves remarkable water 
filtration and clarity but is also environmentally 
friendly and responsible.

Cyclonic Filtration
The engineered Cyclonic action pushes the debris 
towards the walls of the filter and helps clear 
contaminants quicker, avoiding clogging of the filter 
element. This in-turn reduces pressure on the water 
pump leading to increased energy savings.

Smart Efficiency
The XC cartridge filter reduces maintenance while 
saving thousands of litres of water every year. It takes 
just 100 litres of water to clean the elements instead of 
backwashing thousands of litres to clean a sand filter. 
The XC cartridge filter makes it easier to be 
responsible with water. 

Superior Antimicrobial 
Elements
All XC filters incorporate high quality elements with 
antimicrobial treatment. The antimicrobial treatment 
lasts for the life of the filter element and reduces the 
growth of algae, bacteria and microbes in a unique 
process that reduces maintenance and makes 
swimming and bathing safe for the whole family.

 

Specifications 
Model Number ZXC 100 ZXC 150 ZXC 250

Flow Rate (lpm) 410lpm
250kPa
9.4m2

12.7kg
800mm
406mm
500mm

410lpm
250kPa
14.0m2

14.7kg
990mm
406mm
500mm

450lpm
250kPa
24.0m2

15.6kg
990mm
406mm
500mm

Max Pressure
Filter Area
Weight
Height
Length
Width
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